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Abstract: The modified couple stress theory（MCST） is applied to analyze axisymmetric bending and buckling
behaviors of circular microplates with sinusoidal shear deformation theory. The differential governing equations and
boundary conditions are derived through the principle of minimum total potential energy，and expressed in nominal
form with the introduced nominal variables. With the application of generalized differential quadrature method
（GDQM），both the differential governing equations and boundary conditions are expressed in discrete form，and a set
of linear equations are obtained. The bending deflection can be obtained through solving the linear equations，while
buckling loads can be determined through solving general eigenvalue problems. The influence of material length scale
parameter and plate geometrical dimensions on the bending deflection and buckling loads of circular microplates is
investigated numerically for different boundary conditions.
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0 Introduction

Recent years，the micro- and nano-scale circu⁃
lar and annular plates are widely applied in micro-/
nano-electro-mechanical systems such as accua⁃
tors［1-2］，sensors［3］，resonators［4-5］ and so on. Both
experimental tests and molecule simulation have
shown that the mechanical responses of micro- and
nano-scale structures are size-dependent. Classical
continuum mechanics fails to capture the size-depen⁃
dent behaviors of micro- and nano-scale structures
due to the absence of intrinsic length parameters.
Several high-order continuum mechanical models，
e. g. modified couple stress theory（MCST）［6-7］ and
strain gradient theory（SGT）［8-9］，have been devel⁃
oped to address the size-dependent behaviors.

SGT：Gousias and Lazopoulos［10］ derived the
in-close form solution for static bending of clamped

and simply-supported circular Kirchhoff plates. Ji et
al.［11］ compared the bending and vibration responses
of circular Kirchhoff plate with different strain gradi⁃
ent theories. Li et al.［12］ applied general differential
quadrature method（GDQM） to study the nonlinear
bending of circular Kirchhoff plate. Ansari et al.［13-14］

applied GDQM to study thermal stability of annular
Mindlin microplates and the nonlinear bending，
buckling and free vibration of Mindlin plate. Mo⁃
hammadimehr et al.［15］ applied GDQM to study the
dynamic stability of annular Mindlin sandwich
plates. Zhang et al.［16］ applied GDQM to study the
bending，buckling and vibration of third-order shear
deformable circular microplates.

MCST：Combining the orthogonal collocation
point method and Newton-Raphson iteration meth⁃
od，Wang et al.［17］ studied the nonlinear bending be⁃
havior of clamped and simply-supported circular
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Kirchhoff plates. Ke et al.［18］ employed GDQM to
study the bending，buckling and vibration behaviors
of annular Mindlin plate. Arshid et al.［19］ studied the
influence of Pasternak foundation on the bending
and buckling response of annular/circular sandwich
Mindlin sandwich microplate. Reddy and Ber⁃
ry［20］and Reddy et al.［21］ derived the differential gov⁃
erning equations and developed finite element model
for nonlinear axisymmetric bending of functionally
graded circular Kirchhoff and Mindlin plates，respec⁃
tively. Zhou and Gao［22］ applied Fourier-Bessel se⁃
ries to study the linear bending of clamped circular
Mindlin plate. Eshraghi et al.［23］ applied GDQM to
study the bending and free vibrations of thermally
loaded FG annular and circular micro-plates based
on Kirchhoff plate，Mindlin plate and third-order
shear deformation theories. Sadoughifar et al.［24］ em⁃
ployed GDQM to study the influence of Kerr elastic
foundation on the nonlinear bending of thick annular
and circular microplate based on two-variable shear
deformation theory.

In this paper，MCST is applied to study the ax⁃
isymmetric bending and buckling circular micro⁃
plates based on sinusoidal shear deformation theory.
The differential governing equations and boundary
conditions are derived through the principle of mini⁃
mum potential energy. Several nominal variable are
introduced to simplify the mathematical expression，
and the governing differential equations and bound⁃
ary conditions are discretized with GDQM. The ef⁃
fect of material length scale parameter and plate di⁃
mensions as well as boundary conditions on bending
deflections and buckling loads is investigated numer⁃
ically.

1 Mathematical Modeling

The annular plate with thickness h，inner radi⁃
us a and outer radius b is defined in a cylindrical co⁃
ordinate system（r，z）where the r-axis is on the mid-

plane and the z-axis is parallel to the thickness direc⁃
tion，as shown in Fig.1. Notice that the annular
plate turns to be solid circular plate for a=0.

The displacement field of circular plate based

on sinusoidal shear deformation theory is assumed
as［25］

[ ur,uθ,uz ]=[-zw′( r )+ sin ( βz )ϕ ( r ),0,w ( r ) ]
（1）

where β= π/h and“ '”denotes the differentiation
with respect to r.

According to the modified couple stress theo⁃
ry［7］，the nonzero strain εij and symmetric curvature
components χij can be expressed as

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

εrr=-zw″+ sin ( βz )ϕ′
εθθ=(-zw′+ sin ( βz )ϕ ) /r
γrz= β cos ( βz )ϕ
χrθ=[ 2w′- 2rw″- β cos ( βz ) ( ϕ- rϕ′) ] /4r

(2)

The virtual strain energy of the plate can be cal⁃
culated as

δU=2π{[ ( rMrr )′-Mθθ+Mrθ1+( rMrθ1 )′ ] |δw
b

a
+

( rNr1+ rMrθ2/2 ) |δϕ
b

a
- r (Mrr+Mrθ1 ) δ |w′

b

a
]+

[( Nθ1-( rNr1 )′-(( rMrθ2 )′+Mrθ2 ) /2+ rQr ) δϕ+

}(M ′θθ-( rMrr )″-M ′rθ1-( rMrθ1 )″) δw ] dr (3)

where
ì

í

î

ï

ï
ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
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ï

ï

[ Nr1,Nθ1 ]=∫
-h/2

h/2

[ σrr,σθθ ] sin ( βz ) dz

[ Qr,Mrθ2 ]=∫
-h/2

h/2

[ σrz,mrθ ] β cos ( βz ) dz

[ Mrr,Mθθ,Mrθ1 ]=∫
-h/2

h/2

[ zσrr,zσθθ,mrθ ] dz

(4)

The virtual work done by the external axisym⁃
metric loads is given by

δW= 2π{ }rPw′ |δw
b

a
+∫

a

b

[ rq- P ( rw ′)′] δwdr (5)

where q and P are the distributed transverse load
and inplane radial compressive force，respectively.

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of annular plate
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Based on the principle of minimum potential en⁃
ergy， the differential governing equations and
boundary conditions can be expressed as
ì
í
î

Nθ1 -( rNr1 )′-[( rMrθ2 )′+Mrθ2 ] /2+ rQr= 0
M ′θθ-( rMrr )″-M ′rθ1 -( rMrθ1 )″-rq+ P ( rw ′)′= 0

(6)
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

( rNr1 + rMrθ2/2 ) |δϕ
b

a
= 0

[( rMrr )′-Mθθ+Mrθ1 +( rMrθ1 )′-rPw′] |δw
b

a
= 0

[ r (Mrr+Mrθ1 ) ] δ |w′
b

a
= 0

(7)
Based on the modified couple stress theory，

the relation between general stress and strain compo⁃
nents can be expressed as

ì

í

î
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ï
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ï

σrr= E ( εrr+ νεθθ ) / ( 1- ν2 )
σθθ= E ( νεrr+ εθθ ) / ( 1- ν2 )
σrz= Gγrz
mrθ= 2Gl 2 χrθ

(8)

where E，G and ν are Young’s modulus，shear mod⁃
ulus，Poisson’s ratio，respectively，and l is the ma⁃
terial length scale parameter which describes the mi⁃
crostructural effect.

Combination of Eq.（4）with Eqs.（2）and（8）
gives
ì
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Nr1 =-Dz1 (w″+ νw ′/r )+ Dz2 ( ϕ′+ νϕ/r )
Nθ1 =-Dz1 ( νw″+ w′/r )+ Dz2 ( νϕ′+ ϕ/r )
Qr= Dz3ϕ

Mrr=-D (w″+ νw ′/r )+ Dz1 ( ϕ′+ νϕ/r )
Mθθ=-D ( νw″+ w′/r )+ Dz1 ( νϕ′+ ϕ/r )
Mrθ1 = Dz4 ( ϕ′- ϕ/r ) /2+ Ghl 2 (w′/r- w″)
Mrθ2 = Dz5 ( ϕ′- ϕ/r ) /2+ Dz4 (w′/r- w″)

(9)

where
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D= Eh3/ [ 12( 1- ν2 ) ]

[ Dz1,Dz2 ]=
E

1- ν2 ∫-h/2
h/2

[ zf ( z ),f 2 ( z ) ] dz

Dz3 = G ∫
-h/2

h/2

( f ′( z ) )2 dz

Dz4 = Gl 2∫
-h/2

h/2

f ′( z ) dz

Dz5 = Gl 2∫
-h/2

h/2

( f ′( z ) )2 dz

(10)

Taking into account Eq.（9）， the differential
governing equations and boundary conditions can be

expressed as
ì

í

î
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[ ( Dz1 + Dz4 ) (w′/r- w″- rw‴)-
( Dz2 + Dz5 ) ( ϕ/r- ϕ′- rϕ″)- rDz3ϕ ]= 0

[( D+ Ghl 2 ) (w′/r 2 - w″/r+ 2w‴+ rw ( 4 ) )-
( Dz1 + Dz4 ) ( ϕ/r 2 - ϕ′/r+ 2ϕ″+ rϕ‴) ]= rq

(11)
ì
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[ Dz1 ( rw″+ νw ′)- Dz2 ( rϕ′+ νϕ )- Dz4 (w′-

rw″) /2+ Dz5 ( ϕ- rϕ′) /4 ] |δϕ
b

a
= 0

[( D+ Ghl 2 ) (w′/r- w″- rw‴)-
( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) ( ϕ/r- ϕ′- rϕ″) ] |δw

b

a
= 0

[ D ( rw″+ νw ′)- Ghl 2 (w′- rw″)-
Dz1 ( rϕ′+ νϕ )+ Dz4 ( ϕ- rϕ′) /2 ] δ |w′

b

a
= 0

(12)

2 Numerical Solution Based GDQM

In order to simplify the mathematical expres⁃
sion，the following nominal variables are introduced

ì
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R= b- a
α= a/R
η=( r- a ) /R
W ( η )= w ( r ) /R
Φ ( η )= ϕ ( r )

(13)

Therefore，the differential governing equations
and boundary conditions can be expressed in nomi⁃
nal form as
ì
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( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) [W‴+W″/ηα-W ′/η2α ]-
( Dz2 - Dz5/4 ) [ Φ″+ Φ′/ηα- Φ/η2α ]+
Dz3R2Φ= 0

( D+ Ghl 2 ) [W ( 4 ) + 2W‴/ηα-W″/η2α+
W ′/η3α ]-( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) [ Φ‴+ Φ″/ηα-
Φ′/η2α+ Φ/η3α ]- R3q= 0

(14)
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[W″( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )+W ′( νDz1 - Dz4/2 ) /ηα-
Φ′( Dz2 + Dz5/4 )- Φ ( νDz2 -
Dz5/4 ) /ηα ) ] |δΦ

1

0
= 0

[( D+ Ghl 2 ) (W‴+W″/ηα-W ′/η2α )-( Dz1 +
Dz4/2 ) (Φ″+ Φ′/ηα- Φ/η2α ) ] |δW

1

0
= 0

[W″( D+ Ghl 2 )+W ′( νD- Ghl 2 ) /ηα-
Φ′( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )- Φ ( νDz1 -
Dz4/2 ) /ηα ] δ |W ′

1

0
= 0

(15)

where ηα= α+ η.
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Based on the basic procedure of the GDQM，

the nominal radial coordinate is discretized by N
nodes

ηi=[ 1- cos (( i- 1 ) π/( N- 1 ) ) ] /2 (16)
where i= 1，2，⋯，N.

According to Bellman et al.［26］，and Wu and
Liu［27］，the function Φ and W can be approximated
as

ì

í

î
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ï

ï
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ï
ï
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Φ=∑
k= 1

N

Lk ( η ) δΦk

W=∑
k= 1

N+ 2

ψk ( η ) δWk
(17)

where Lk and ψk are Lagrange and Hermite interpola⁃
tion basis functions which are defined explicitly
in［26-27］，and

ì
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ï
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ï

δΦ=[ Φ ( η1 ) Φ ( η2 ) ⋯ Φ ( ηN ) ]T

δW=[W ( η1 ) W ( η2 ) ⋯ W ( ηN )
W ′( η1 ) W ′( ηN ) ]T

(18)

Performing derivative respect to η on Eq.（17），

one obtains
ì
í
î

ïï
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Φ ( ηk )= X ( i )
km δ Φm

W ( i ) ( ηk )= Y ( i )
kn δWn

(19)

where X ( i ) and Y ( i ) are the weighting coefficients of
the ith-order derivative and Einstein summation con⁃
vention is adopted in this paper. m and n vary from 1
to N and N+2，respectively.
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( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) [W‴+W″/ηα-W ′/η2α ]-
( Dz2 - Dz5/4 ) [ Φ″+ Φ′/ηα-
Φ/η2α ]+ Dz3R2Φ= 0

( D+ Ghl 2 ) [W ( 4 ) + 2W‴/ηα-W″/η2α+
W ′/η3α ]-( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) [ Φ‴+ Φ″/ηα-
Φ′/η2α+ Φ/η3α ]- R3q= 0

(20)
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[W″( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )+W ′( νDz1 - Dz4/2 ) /ηα-
Φ′( Dz2 + Dz5/4 )- Φ ( νDz2 -
Dz5/4 ) /ηα ) ] |δΦ

1

0
= 0

[( D+ Ghl 2 ) (W‴+W″/ηα-W ′/η2α )-
( Dz1 + Dz4/2 ) (Φ″+ Φ′/ηα-
Φ/η2α ) ] |δW

1

0
= 0

[W″( D+ Ghl 2 )+W ′( νD- Ghl 2 ) /ηα-
Φ′( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )- Φ ( νDz1 -
Dz4/2 ) /ηα ] δ |W ′

1

0
= 0

(21)

The differential governing equations and bound⁃
ary conditions can be expressed in discrete form，

and there are 2N+2 linear equations. One can ex⁃
press the discrete linear equation in matrix form as

[ K- P̂n- ω̂2M ] d= q (22)
where K，n，and M are stiffness，geometrical stiff⁃
ness and mass matrices based on GDQM，respec⁃
tively. d=[ δW δΦ ]T，q is the load vector.

For a circular plate（a= α= 0），according to
the L’Hospital’s rule， the boundary conditions
（Eq.（15））at η= 0 can be approximated as

ì

í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

W ′= 0
( D+ Ghl 2 )W‴-( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )Φ″= 0
Dz1W″- Dz2Φ′= 0

(23)

Therefore，the boundary condition at η= 0 for
solid circular plates can be expressed in discrete
form as
ì

í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

X ( 1 )
1n δWn = 0

( D+ μhl 2 ) ] X ( 3 )
1n δWn -( Dz1 + Dz4/2 )Y ( 2 )

1m δ Φm= 0
X ( 2 )
1n Dz1δWn - Dz2Y ( 1 )

1m δ Φm= 0

(24)

3 Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section，the influence of the material
length scale parameter and geometrical dimensions
on the bending and buckling responses of circular
plates is investigated numerically. The material pa⁃
rameters are adopted as following［28］： E=
1.44 GPa，ν= 0.38，l= 17.6 μm.

Fig. 2 illustrates the influence of R/h on nomi⁃
nal bending deflection（NBD）and nominal buckling
load（NBL） of circular solid plates without micro⁃
structural effect under clamped and hinged boundary
conditions，where CM indicates current model and

ì
í
î

NBD= w ( 0 ) / [ qR4/ ( 64D ) ]
NBL= PR2/D

(25)

Meanwhile， results based on Kirchhoff and
Mindlin plate theories［29］ are plotted for comparison.
Fig.2 shows that，with the increase of R，bending
deflection and buckling loads based on CM approach
to those based on Kirchhoff plate theory. In addi⁃
tion，compared with bending deflection based on
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Mindlin plate theory，CM would provide higher and
lower prediction for bending deflection of clamped
and hinged plates，respectively.

Fig.3 illustrates the influence of h/l on normal⁃
ized bending deflection and buckling load of circular
solid microplates under clamped and hinged bound⁃

ary conditions，in which，normalized bending deflec⁃
tion and buckling load are defined as the ratio be⁃
tween with and without microstructural effect.
Meanwhile，solid and dash lines represent results
for solid circular hinged and clamped microplates. It
can be seen that bending deflections decrease and
buckling loads increase with the decrease of h/l. In
addition， the microstructural effect on clamped
plates is larger than on hinged plates.

Fig.4 illustrates the influence of buckling order
on normalized buckling load of circular solid micro⁃
plates under clamped and hinged boundary condi⁃
tions，where solid，dash-dot and dash lines repre⁃
sent data for h/l=2，h/l=5 and h/l=10；1—6 de⁃
note buckling order. It can be seen that the micro⁃
structural effect increases with the decrease of h/l
and the increase of buckling order.

Fig.5 illustrates the influence of R/h and a/h
on nominal buckling loads of annular microplates un⁃
der clamped-clamped and hinged-hinged boundary
conditions，in which，red，green and blue lines rep⁃
resent data for h/l=2，h/l=5 and h/l=10. It can
be seen that NBLs increase consistently with the in⁃
crease of R/h and decrease of a/h.

Fig.2 Validation of current model NBD and NBL of solid
circular plates without microstructural effect

Fig.4 High-order normalized buckling loads of clamped and
hinged solid circular plates

Fig.3 Microstructural effect on normalized bending deflec⁃
tion and buckling load of solid circular plates
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4 Conclusions

Static bending and elastic buckling of circular
microplates are investigated on the basis of modified
stress couple theory and sinusoidal shear deforma⁃
tion theory. The differential governing equations
and boundary conditions are derived through the
principle of minimum total potential energy. Several
nominal variables are introduced to simplify the
mathematical expression. L’Hospital’s rule is ap⁃
plied to deal with the boundary conditions of plate
center for circular microplates. The general differen⁃
tial quadrature method is applied to discretize the dif⁃
ferential governing equations and the boundary con⁃
ditions，and a set of linear equations are obtained.
Validation is performed through comparing the re⁃
sults of the proposed model without microstructural
effect with those of the methods based on classic
Kirchhoff and Mindlin plate theories.

Based on numerical results of this study，one
can obtain the following conclusions：

（1）For circular solid microplates，bending de⁃
flections increase and buckling loads decrease with

the increase of h/l，and nominal bending deflections
and buckling loads approach to constants with the in⁃
crease of R/h.

（2）For annular microplates，nominal buckling
loads increase with the increase of R/h and decrease
of a/h.
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基于修正偶应力理论的正弦剪切变形圆板的弯曲屈曲研究

卿 海，魏 璐
（南京航空航天大学机械结构力学及控制国家重点实验室，南京 210016，中国）

摘要：利用修正偶应力理论（Modified couple stress theory，MCST）和正弦剪切变形理论，分析了圆形微孔板的轴

对称弯曲和屈曲行为。通过最小总势能原理推导得到微分形式的控制方程和边界条件，并用引入的标称变量表

示。应用广义微分求积法，将微分形式的控制方程和边界条件离散化，得到一组线性方程。通过求解线性方程

组获得弯曲挠度，而屈曲荷载可以通过求解一般特征值问题得到。在不同的边界条件下，研究材料长度尺度参

数和圆板的几何尺寸对弯曲挠度和屈曲载荷的影响。

关键词：圆形微孔板；尺寸效应；修正偶应力理论；广义微分求积法
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